The proliferation of International Investment Agreements (IIAs) and treaty-based investment arbitration has raised concerns over the extent to which IIAs are actually fair and are able to balance the interests of foreign investors and States. The strong protections afforded by IIAs to investors may restrict the host State's ability to regulate for the public interest and potentially allow newly adopted public policies to be subject to compensation.
I. Introduction
The international investment regime is an emerging and rapidly evolving field of international law. 1 It is essentially constituted of a large number of International Investment Agreements (IIAs) negotiated over the last five decades. IIAs tend to resemble each other in their structure and content. They also pursue the same objective of protecting foreign investments and investors from the illegal actions of host States through the establishment of certain rules and standards of treatment.
One of the most important features of investment treaties is that they provide foreign investors access to international arbitration for the settlement of investment disputes. This mechanism has led to an explosion of international investor-State dispute settlement (ISDS) cases. Indeed, the total cumulative number of known treaty-based cases filed by the end of 2013 surpassed 560. 2 The proliferation of cases has given rise to several concerns. The increasing number of proceedings not only runs the risk of developing inconsistencies and incoherence in international investment law regime, 3 but it also creates the perception that IIAs are devices that can immunise investors from the compliance of bona fide social and environmental laws and regulations. 4 Indeed, foreign investors have used the protection afforded by IIAs to challenge newly enforced public policy measures, requesting the suspension of the measure, or compensation for the losses suffered. 5 Moreover, as some claim, investor-State arbitration may have a 'chilling effect' on the States' legitimate public policy initiatives and regulatory actions. 6 States may become reluctant to adopt measures for environmental protection, safety and public welfare if they feel threatened by potential claims from foreign investors. All of this has raised concerns that States' efforts to pursue sustainable development (SD) objectives may be undermined by the strong treaty protections afforded to foreign investors. This might 
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threaten the legitimacy of the investor-State dispute settlement system, to the detriment of States and foreign investors. Within this context, the purpose of this paper is to contribute some reflections on how to achieve the necessary protections of foreign investors while promoting States' sustainable development through investment agreements. 7 To begin with, this paper makes an assessment of the current framework of investment treaty provisions from a sustainable development perspective. With this aim, the paper uses several examples, including the definition of investment, investor and expropriation. It suggests that existing treaty provisions and the interpretation given to them by arbitral tribunals fall short of assisting -and sometimes even constrain -contracting States in pursuing SD outcomes.
Second, this paper examines recent investment policy-making undertaken with the aim of fostering SD-friendly IIA clauses. In so doing, it will provide an initial review of recent State practice regarding the adoption of SD treaty provisions. Likewise, it will mention the policy options offered in UNCTAD's Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development (IPFSD). 8 Finally, this paper argues that sustainable development objectives can also be incorporated in international investment law through the application of a 'SD-oriented interpretation' within the context of investor-State dispute settlement (ISDS) cases. The judicial function of investment tribunals and the interpretative techniques rooted in customary international law offer ample justifications and entry points for the adoption of such an interpretative approach.
II.
The Current
Framework of International Investment Law and Sustainable Development
At present, more than 3,200 IIAs have been concluded with the purpose of promoting and protecting foreign investments. 9 Over time, a series of concerns have emerged regarding today's multi-faceted and multi-layered network of treaties. 10 First, investment treaty provisions tend to be drafted in very general terms, usually lacking specificity and clarity. This has provided tribunals with broad interpretative discretion, allowing them to take 'expansionary views' on the scope of application and the meaning of these provisions. Through that, tribunals have contributed to a lack of predictability and certainty as well as a certain fragmentation of international investment law. Second, IIAs contain little to no straightforward references of the parties' intention to foster sustainable development goals. In some IIAs, these references are expressed vaguely or in an indirect manner. This combination of broad interpretations by arbitral 7 While SD is the overall objective and theme of this paper, an in-depth discussion on the content and meaning of sustainable development is beyond its scope. Instead, the paper uses SD as embracing the three pillars of economic development, social equity and environmental protection, as set out in the United Nations Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) in 1987, also known as the Brundtland Report; UN General Assembly, Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, 11 December 1987, (96th plenary meeting) A/RES/42/187. tribunals and weak references to SD, together with strong substantive and procedural protections given to foreign investors, has resulted in the concern that IIAs can be detrimental to countries' broader SD goals. In the following section, this paper reviews a few examples of where tribunals have adopted wide, inconsistent and even contradictory interpretations to the requirements ratione personae, materiae and, in terms of procedural aspects, disregarded what States had intended to see applied in ISDS cases. Arbitral tribunals have upheld jurisdiction over disputes that States might never have envisaged as being the subject of arbitration, or found violations of provisions for regulatory actions long perceived to be outside the realm of IIAs. In many instances, this has touched upon issues of great relevance for countries' SD objectives.
II.1. Broad Interpretation of the Definition of Investment
One of the most important IIA provisions is the clause setting out the scope and definition of investment. Through this provision, signatory countries determine which investments benefit from the treaty's protection. IIA treaty practice varies, with the two most important choices embraced by States being the asset-based definition and the enterprise-based definition of investment.
Both, as open-ended approaches, have favoured a broad definition of investment.
11
One recurring issue relates to the question whether IIAs should only protect -and hence attract -responsible or sustainable development enhancing investment (eg. investments that generate employment, transfer new technologies, strengthen infrastructure or build knowledge). Alternatively, should IIAs be a tool to protect (or attract) any kind of foreign capital and at any cost for the host State?
The open-ended approach to treaty drafting and the extensive interpretations adopted by arbitral tribunals have given rise to developments that may have an adverse effect on countries' sustainable development objectives. First, treaty protection has been extended to transactions that have fallen far short of contributing to the host State's economic growth. Second, treaty protection has been granted to investments that have disregarded the host State's national laws and regulations, resulting in a situation where illegal investments have benefitted from treaty protection. Both situations will be further explained.
II.1.1. Does any Transaction Qualify as Investment?
In theory, States conclude investment treaties to attract foreign direct investments (FDI), which is a potential vehicle for the transfer of technology and can contribute relatively more to growth than domestic investment.
12 However, not every economic transaction may be qualified as an investment, nor should be protected by investment treaties.
Many economic transactions fall far short of stimulating broad-based economic growth or generating the necessary linkages required to make FDI work for sustainable economic development. 13 In fact, simple sales transactions, purchases of goods and short- was an attempt to categorise a legal counselling firm as an investment. The arbitral tribunal decided that a US national, who had operated a small law firm in the DRC, was an investment. However an ad hoc committee annulled this arbitral award because the original tribunal had 'manifestly exceeded its power' and had failed to State its reasons for finding that Mr Mitchell had made 'investments' covered under the relevant investment treaty and the ICSID Convention.
In Malaysian Historical Salvors v the Government of Malaysia,
15 the sole arbitrator held that although the contract did provide some benefit to Malaysia there was not a sufficient contribution to Malaysia's economic development to qualify as an 'investment' for purposes of Article 25(1) of the Convention. Nonetheless, the annulment committee had an opposing view and considered that the sole arbitrator limited itself to the analysis of the requirements under the Convention, but failed to apply the bilateral investment treaty, which has a broad definition of the term investment. Moreover, the annulment committee considered that the investment made by the Malaysian Historical Salvors was a contribution that had cultural and historical value to the country. 16 Although ICSID decisions do not constitute precedent, and ICSID tribunals are not bound by previous decisions, several tribunals have coincided with the identification of some features required for an investment to qualify as a covered investment: 1. It must have certain duration and a regularity of profit and return; 2. There must be an assumption of risk involved, usually by both sides; 3. There must be a commitment; and 4. The economic operation must have significance for the host State's development.
17
These features are now known as the 'Salini test'.
Some tribunals have applied this test to determine whether the requirement of having an investment in the host State is satisfied. 18 From the above analysis, it is worth recalling that even if the ICSID Convention is silent on the definition of the term 'investment', in its preamble it states that private international investment has a role in the international cooperation for States' economic development. Hence, ICSID tribunals should interpret 'the term investment in the light of the objectives and purposes of the Convention and take into account, explicitly or implicitly, the significance of the investment for the host State's development. The major aim of the Convention was to encourage the economic development of State parties by way of foreign investment.
Through investment treaties, contracting States can provide specific rules and definitions as well as additional requirements for purposes of granting jurisdiction to ICSID tribunals. However, they cannot oppose, disregard or extend the Convention's requirements because it is the Convention which sets the general framework for ICSID Jurisdiction. As Prosper Weil stated it is within the limits determined by the basic ICSID Convention that the BITs may determine the jurisdiction and powers of the ICSID tribunal, and it is not for the Contracting Parties in their BIT to extend the jurisdiction of the ICSID tribunal beyond the limits determined by the basic ICSID Convention.
21

II.1.2. Should Investment Treaties Protect Illegal Investments?
Due to broad interpretations, treaty protection has been extended in one way or another to investments which have been operated by willful misrepresentation, fraud, in bad faith, or in violation of national or international public policy.
The fact that 'illegal' investments are protected by IIAs is detrimental to SD because it may convey the message that foreign investors are not expected to respect and comply with the laws and regulations of the host State in areas such as labour, antitrust, human rights and environmental laws. Also, investments made through corrupted practices have a direct and pernicious effect on the economic development of countries, notably so in developing countries.
22
In Occidental v Ecuador, the tribunal found that the investors breached a clause of the participation contract by purporting to transfer rights under the contract without the required ministerial authorisation. As a consequence to the contractual breach, the Minister of Energy and Mines declared the termination (caducidad) of the contract. The 
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tribunal qualified the investors' conduct as a 'wrongful act', 'negligence', 'grave mistake' and 'unlawful act'. 23 Furthermore, since the investors did not seek nor obtain the required authorisation, the tribunal found that investors acted negligently and committed an unlawful act which contributed in a material way to the prejudice which the investors subsequently suffered when the contract was terminated. 24 Through these findings, the tribunal concluded that by committing this 'material and significant wrongful act' investors only contributed 25% of the prejudice which they suffered when the Ministry adopted the punitive measure (termination of the contract). 25 The dissenting arbitrator was of the view that 'the consequence of the fault committed by the Claimants, when they violated the Ecuadorian law, was overly underestimated and insufficiently taking into account the importance that each and every state assigns to the respect of its legal order by foreign companies.' 26 Notwithstanding the Occidental v Ecuador case, it appears to be an emerging consensus that illegal investments should not be protected by investment treaties and, in particular, by the investor-State dispute settlement mechanism. Several investment tribunals have dealt with investors' misconduct and have acknowledged that investors' illegal behaviour may have an international legal effect and may be taken into account during an arbitration proceeding.
In Yet, several scholars as well as investment tribunals have suggested that investor's conduct should more frequently influence the award of monetary damages. For instance, in MTD Chile SA v Republic of Chile, the tribunal reduced by half the damages that were awarded to the claimant because of his own behaviour. 34 Thus, the above cases suggest that due consideration should be given to the legality requirement of the investment. A balanced approach is needed between the promotion and protection of investments and the investor's duty to comply with the substantive legal framework during the admission process of the investment as well as its lifespan. Fostering investors' compliance with domestic laws and fundamental principles as well as with the proper standards to conduct their business is positive from the perspective of SD.
35
II.2. Broad Interpretation of the Definition of Investor
Another important IIA provision is the clause setting out the scope and definition of 'investors'. Through this provision signatory countries determine which foreign investors benefit from the treaty's protection. Treaty practice varies in the criteria used for determining the nationality of legal entities, ie the country of organisation or incorporation, the country of the seat or the country of ownership or control. In many cases, IIAs use a combination of criteria.
36
Investment treaties which only adopt the test of the place of constitution or incorporation as the criteria to define foreign investors may be misused. For instance, nationals of a contracting State may incorporate an entity in the other contracting State and then bring back the assets as protected foreign investments, so as to take advantage of the protection against their own country. 37 Equally, investors may incorporate an entity in third countries with the aim to acquiring the protection of investment treaties that they would not otherwise have in their home State's jurisdiction. These situations are known as treaty shopping and round-tripping.
38
Several issues merit attention in this regard. First, the potential abuses of the 'corporate nationality' and, in general, treaty shopping may result in host States becoming the object of claims by 'mailbox companies'.
39 Second, the contracting parties' intention is circumvented by investors' operating through shell companies. Third, these shell companies do not have a real link or substantial business activity in their place of incorporation, and hence do not contribute to the home State's economic development.
Tribunals have adopted broad interpretations on these issues in a series of cases, for example, the following. In Tokios Tokelés v Ukraine the tribunal decided that, although it was 99% owned and two thirds managed by Ukrainian nationals, the company Tokios Tokelés was a Lithuanian national. It reached this conclusion by interpreting the 
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40
As a consequence of the interpretation, in accordance with the ordinary meaning of the words, the tribunal found itself competent to resolve a dispute that was ultimately between the host State and its own nationals, who were able to benefit from the ISDS mechanism through the creation of a foreign subsidiary. This decision did not take into account the objective and purpose of either the ICSID Convention or the UkraineLithuania bilateral investment treaty. The ICSID Convention was meant for promoting private international investment and settling disputes between a contracting State and nationals of the other contracting State. 41 The Convention is thus in a peculiar situation, as it neither covers disputes between two governments (since these disputes may be brought to the International Court of Justice or the Permanent Court of Arbitration), nor disputes between States and their own nationals, since they may be brought to domestic courts or domestic arbitration. 42 In Saluka v Czech Republic, the tribunal agreed that Saluka had no real connection with the State party to the investment treaty and that it was a mere shell company under Japanese ownership. It also acknowledged the disadvantages of the formalistic test, in particular the risk for treaty shopping, but concluded that it cannot impose upon the parties a definition of 'investor' other than that which they themselves have agreed. 43 In a more recent case, Abaclat et al v Argentina, the tribunal held that securities entitlements acquired by claimants in secondary securities markets outside Argentina were investments. According to the dissenting opinion, the … case is … the first one to come before an ICSID tribunal in which the alleged investment is totally free-standing and unhinged, without any anchorage, however remote, into an underlying economic project, enterprise or activity in the territory of the host state. None of the logical short-cuts put forward by the majority award to palliate this absence, holds water. 44 The above cases illustrate the broad interpretations given to the investor's definition. It is important to note that through investment treaties, contracting parties aim to protect their investors when investing abroad. A strong reason for doing so is that both parties benefit from this foreign investment. On the one hand, from the perspective of a capital importing country, investments can contribute to its economic development, ie by generating employment, transferring new technologies, infrastructure and knowledge. On the other hand, from the capital-exporting perspective, its national investors will increase their profits abroad and hence will contribute to the economy of the home country, ie by paying taxes and repatriating profits as well as the home country's balance of payments. Abuses on the part of investors and treaty shopping diminish the common will of the contracting States. Treaty shopping disregards the fact that treaties are negotiated based on each party's needs and strengths, and also that treaties contain their own internal balance. As Professor Stern has mentioned, it looks like we are 'walking towards a general system of compulsory arbitration involving states for all matters relating to international investments. 45 It might be the case that a State concludes an investment treaty with another State in order to attract investors from that State because of a specific reason. This could include the fact that the home State has strong environmental laws and regulations, and therefore its nationals have already developed environmental friendly technology, or because national investors already comply with certain standards regulated by their home States, even if investing abroad. However, by treaty shopping, including the use of the most favoured nation's treatment clause, several provisions of the main treaty may be disregarded (ie, clauses on denial of benefits as well as the definition of investment and investor).
II.3. Broad Interpretation of the Expropriation Clause
Another key IIA clause is the one on expropriation. As part of their regulatory power, States have the right to expropriate. The idea behind the expropriation clause on investment treaties is to protect foreign property and investments from States' measures that detrimentally affect them. Investment treaties only regulate the conditions that need to be met for the expropriation of foreign property. If these conditions are met, including an appropriate compensation, the expropriation is considered lawful and the State does not engage in international responsibility. However, tribunals have stated that expropriation
includes not only open, deliberate and acknowledged takings of property, such as outright seizure or formal or obligatory transfer of title in favour of the host State, but also covert or incidental interference with the use of property which has the effect of depriving the owner, in whole or in significant part, of the use or reasonably-to-be-expected economic benefit of property even if not necessarily to the obvious benefit of the host State. 46
While direct expropriations have been easy to identify, indirect expropriations have been the object of debate and discrepancy amongst investment tribunals as well as host States. Drawing the line between an indirect expropriation and a bona fide non-regulatory measure adopted for public interest has been, in practice, very difficult.
The perception that general regulatory measures adopted for public interest may be challenged as de facto takings, and thus may require compensation, have raised grave concerns. States may be discouraged or unwilling to adopt new public regulations. Their ability to regulate in favour of health, environment and human rights is then affected and restrained. This limitation to the regulatory space of States can reduce States' ability to 
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Perspective 69 achieve legitimate policy objectives and impede their realization of sustainable development goals. It has been strongly debated whether 1. Foreign investors have to bear the whole costs when a bona fide regulatory measure which nullifies their investments is adopted, ie by not being compensated even if the State measure has substantially affected their investment; and 2. Society has to bear the costs for having adopted a new regulatory measure in the society's benefit, and therefore investors get compensated. 47 The answer will depend on the analysis of several issues such as whether the measure is viewed as unreasonable or discriminatory. If investors had legitimate expectations, the impact of the measure on the investment and whether there has been an unjust enrichment of the State. However, good governance, which is part of sustainable development principles, does not mean that States should compensate all and every situation where bona fide measures affect investments.
By way of illustration, it is helpful to recall few investment cases where tribunals have dealt with challenges to States' regulatory measures. In Petrobart v Kyrgyz Republic the tribunal affirmed that States, as contracting parties to investment treaties, are under the obligation to carry out reorganisation (in this case the restructuring of a system for supply of oil and gas) in a way which shows due respect to investors. 48 In Marion v Costa Rica, the investor was denied the permits to develop a beachfront tourist project because the area was preserved for endangered leatherback turtles. The tribunal found that while there can be no question concerning the right of the government of Costa Rica to expropriate property for a bona fide public purpose, pursuant to law, and in a manner which is neither arbitrary or discriminatory, the expropriatory measure must be accompanied by compensation for the fair market value of the investment. 49 In SAUR v Argentina the tribunal analysed the police powers doctrine, which allows the State to adopt regulations in the public interest. The tribunal acknowledged that police power regulations impose a limitation on the freedom of foreign investors in the management, maintenance, use disposal and enjoyment of their investments. Accordingly, those policy power regulations may qualify as indirect expropriations. The tribunal also agreed that policy power regulations do not constitute a wrongful act according to customary law and that, in certain circumstances, compensation is not even necessary. 50 Nevertheless, the tribunal emphasised that, in the instant case, the investment treaty required compensation for any regulation adopted by the State in its policy powers' exercise. 51 In a host State to place such a high individual burden on a foreign investor to contribute, without the payment of compensation, to the accomplishment of regulatory objectives for the benefit of a national community of which the investor is not a member. 52 Several other cases could be cited to show the difficulties of distinguishing compensable expropriations from non-compensable regulations adopted in the public interest, including for the protection of health and the environment. Yet, for purposes of the analysis, it suffices to say that findings that regulatory measures need to be compensated may preclude the adoption of legitimate regulations, and this would be detrimental for the achievement of SD goals. It is therefore necessary to balance investors' legitimate rights with the State's legitimate right to regulate. States should not lose their domestic policy space to regulate development objectives such as the incorporation of environmental provisions, corporate social responsibility norms, and human rights into their legal system. Furthermore, treaty protection cannot be seen as a guarantee for risk-free activities on the part of investors. Foreign investment occurs within a complex and sophisticated legal framework of tax, antitrust, administrative, labour, environmental, human rights and other laws and regulations. Investors who take the decision to invest in a foreign country should be aware that there is always a risk that the legal and regulatory framework changes in the absence of assurances to the contrary. The possible changes in domestic regulatory framework and policies, such as fiscal treatment, repatriation of assets, and other State actions are in fact considered a traditional part of the political risks of investment. 53 Similar situations arise with respect to the broad interpretation given to other key treaty provisions such as most favoured nation treatment clause and the fair and equitable treatment provision. Moreover, in several investment cases the State's regulatory power has been challenged as having simultaneously breached the expropriation provision as well as other key investment treaty standards. Tribunals have applied different views and considerations to determine whether the regulatory measure has breached IIA provisions or not. The result is the same Host states are concerned about a shrinking of domestic policy space occasioned, based on vague standards of investment protection by international arbitrators who exercise interpretative powers over the content of investment treaty obligations and who are de facto able to restrict even policy choices made by democratically elected legislators. 54 Concerns that IIAs may diminish states' regulatory policy space in favor of investors' private interests has led to different reactions by states. This will be further analysed in the next section. 
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III.
Fostering Sustainable Development Objectives Through Investment Policy Making
When States negotiate IIAs they are accepting a restriction of their policy space in favour of foreign investors. However, it is not until States face a claim that they are aware of the extent to which the IIA may restrict their regulatory powers. Different reactions by States have been adopted: attempts to withdraw from the investment regime, and attempts to reform or modify it. The former manifests itself through efforts limiting States' exposure to ISDS cases; the latter through the adoption of IIAs with innovative features aimed at boosting parties' SD objectives.
In the following subsections, this paper will list several States' attempts to withdraw from the international investment regime by denouncing the ICSID Convention and investment treaties (subsection 2.1). Then, it will discuss States' willingness to achieve sustainable development objectives though the adoption of a new generation of investment treaties (subsection 2.2). The latter will give special attention to the Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development (IPFSD) recently adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), which is a valuable tool for the successful implementation of this new generation of investment treaties.
III.1. Attempts to Limit Investment Tribunals' Jurisdiction: Withdrawing from the ICSID Convention and/or Denouncing International Investment Treaties
The Republic of Ecuador tried to limit ICSID jurisdiction by notifying the Centre, pursuant to Article 25(4) of the ICSID Convention that it will not submit to ICSID's jurisdiction for disputes that arise in matters concerning the treatment of investments in economic activities related to the exploitation of natural resources such as oil, gas, minerals or other resources. 
III.2. Adoption of the New Generation of Investment Treaties
In addition to denouncing and withdrawing from the investment system, there is the possibility to negotiate 'sustainable development enhanced' investment treaties or to renegotiate and revise the existing ones. It is worth noting that contracting States may also issue interpretative declarations in order to clarify the scope and meaning of key treaty provisions. Many countries have opted for this option and are negotiating or renegotiating agreements with some safeguards and other innovative features. Mainly, States are seeking to find a balance between the private interests of investors and the States' necessary policy space to accomplish sustainable developments goals.
It is within this context that the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has developed an Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development (IPFSD). The purpose of the IPFSD is to facilitate the drafting of IIAs that create synergies with wider economic development goals, foster responsible investment and ensure policy effectiveness. This policy framework consists of a set of 11 core principles and a comprehensive list of policy options for the negotiation and design of investment treaty clauses, covering pre and post-investment establishment, qualitative aspects of investment, special and differential treatment to investors, reservations, exceptions and other concrete options. These options include provisions designed to strengthen the sustainable development dimension of the international investment policy regime, resolve issues stemming from the regime's increasing complexity and to adjust the balance between the rights and obligations of States and investors.
Examples of IIA provisions that have incorporated or reflected sustainable development related concerns are discussed below.
III.2.1. Preambles with SD references
Preamble provisions are the contracting parties' inspirational statements. They are useful for interpretation purposes. Several investment treaties have tried to include a reference, although sometimes vague, to the need of both contracting parties to pursue sustainable development objectives. 
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For example, Azerbaijan's BITs concluded with Estonia (2010) and Czech Republic (2011) state in their preamble: 'Desiring to achieve these objectives in a manner consistent with the protection of health, safety, and the environment and the promotion of sustainable development...' Similarly, the preamble of the Colombia-Japan BIT (2011) says: 'Recognizing that these objectives and the promotion of sustainable development can be achieved without relaxing health, safety and environmental measures of general application…'. The Japan-Papa New Guinea BIT (2011) also states Recognizing that economic development, social development and environmental protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars of sustainable development and that cooperative efforts of the Contracting Parties to promote investment can play an important role in enhancing sustainable development… III.2.2. IIA's Definitions Reflecting SD Considerations:
III.2.2.1. Investment
UNCTAD's IPFSD suggests that one option regarding the definition of investment could be to indicate that protected investments shall fulfil specific characteristics according to the parties' needs and expectations, such as delivering a positive development impact on the host country and assets acquired for the purpose of establishing a lasting economic relation (Option 2.1.2). Providing further qualifications, clarifications and explanatory notes to the term investment allows countries to attract foreign direct investment (FDI) conducive to sustainable development and to protect transactions that contracting parties consider beneficial for them.
Another option, which may be complementary to the aforementioned option, is to offer treaty coverage only to legal investments at both the admission stage (2.1.2) and during its lifespan (7.1.1). In fact, IIAs may expressly contain a provision indicating that investments must continue to function according to the laws and regulations of the host State or insisting that only foreign investment complying with these laws and regulations 'from time to time in existence' will qualify for protection. 62 This requirement aims to promote investor compliance with the laws and regulations of the host State.
However, it is worth making some clarifications of the legality requirement. Investors are required to observe the substantive legal and regulatory norms of the host State, which may be applicable to their investments even if they are difficult to comprehend, such as taxation law. This does not mean that the host State can abuse its legislative power and create inconsistency or arbitrariness where rules are applied to one person, and not to another, or at one time and not another, or recognised and enforced by one organ of the State and ignored by another. But the legality requirement may not be understood to imply that foreign investments have to comply with each and every provision of domestic law or else risk forfeiture of the protection afforded by the IIA, or with norms that are strictly considered as formalities. In fact, as Professor Dolzer has stated, it would appear implausible to argue that each infraction of the local laws would deprive the investor of the guarantees laid down in an IIA. Such a conclusion would also contradict general principles of law, such as Article 27 of the Vienna Convention, which provides that a State party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty. 63 With a very similar approach, the arbitral tribunal in Tokios Tokelés v Ukraine stated that 'to exclude an investment on the basis of such minor errors would be inconsistent with the object and purpose of the Treaty.' 64 Also, the Fraport v Philippines tribunal recalled that in some circumstances, the law in question of the host State may not be entirely clear and mistakes may be made in good faith. 65 Furthermore, to accept that overcoming the illegality of the investment will always deprive the investor from the IIA protection gives the possibility to the host State to unilaterally withdraw its commitments under the IIA towards the foreign investment by imposing new and high requirements to the investment in such a way that it would become illegal.
III.2.2.2. Investor
Regarding the definition of investors, one option that fits with SD objectives is to require investors to have their seat and substantive business activities in their home country in order to be considered as nationals of this country. Alternatively, it may be possible to include a denial of benefits clause (2.2.2) to avoid legal entities without real economic activity in their home State to benefit from IIA protection. For instance, the recently concluded Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (2012) contains a clause on denial of benefits which allows countries to deny benefits at any time, including after the filing of a case. The contracting parties' intention was to carve out from the definition of investor 'shell companies' owned by nationals of a thirdcountry.
Regarding the treaty practice, the USA-Uruguay BIT concluded in 2004 (which was not in force yet) was replaced by a new BIT concluded by the signatories in 2005. Modifications were made to Article 17 (denial of benefits) and the selection of arbitrators in the settlement of disputes. In addition, for greater certainty, many explanatory notes were incorporated in the definition of investment, investment agreement, investment authorization and financial services. 66 More recently, the China-Cuba BIT concluded in 1995 was modified by the parties in 2010. Amongst other amendments, parties clarified the scope and the meaning of the term 'investment' and they included a new requirement for legal entities to qualify as investors (ie entities need to conduct substantial business activities in their place of incorporation, to be considered as nationals of a contracting State).
III.2.3. Standards of Protection and Treatment Clauses with SD
Considerations:
III.2.3.1. Expropriation
The right to regulate is crucial for achieving States' particular policy objectives and concerns, including sustainable development goals. 
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interpretations. It is also necessary to explain the circumstances and the criteria to determine and differentiate non compensable regulatory measures from indirect expropriation. As UNCTAD's IPFSD policy options acknowledges, it is very important to specify the standard of compensation when an expropriation has occurred. Some clarifications of what does and does not constitute expropriation are found in the Annex III of the Colombia-Japan BIT (2011) … 2. The determination of whether a government measure or a series of government measures of a Contracting Party, in a specific fact situation, constitutes an indirect expropriation requires a case-by-case, fact-based inquiry that considers, among other factors: (a) the economic impact of the government measure or series of government measures, although the fact that such measure or series of such measures has an adverse effect on the economic value of investments, standing alone, does not establish that an indirect expropriation has occurred; (b) the extent to which the government measure or series of government measures interferes with distinct and reasonable expectations arising out of investments; (c) the character of the government measure or series of government measures, including whether such measure is non-discriminatory; and (d) the objectives of the government measure or series of government measures including whether such measure is taken for legitimate public objectives.
3. Except in such circumstances as when a measure or a series of measures is so severe in the light of their purpose that they cannot be reasonably viewed as having been adopted and applied in good faith, non-discriminatory measures of a Contracting Party that are designed and applied to protect legitimate public welfare objectives in accordance with paragraph 1 of Article 15 do not constitute indirect expropriation.
It is worth noting that older IIAs also contain some explanations regarding indirect expropriation and some others also include exceptions and reservations in respect to health and environment. 
III.2.4. Achievement of SD Objectives Through Other Treaty Provisions
SD may be achieved through the adoption of several other treaty provisions. Contracting parties can make clear that they will preserve their right to regulate for public interest by describing situations and circumstances where treaty protection does not apply or by adopting 'defence clauses' agreeing that certain policies taken pursuant to sustainable development do not constitute treaty violations. States can also acknowledge that they shall not lower environmental and labour standards in order to attract foreign investments.
One such treaty example is the Korea-Peru FTA (2011), Chapter 9, Article 9.9, which states:
1. Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to prevent a Party from adopting, maintaining, or enforcing any measure otherwise consistent with this Chapter that it considers appropriate to ensure that investment activity in its territory is undertaken in a manner sensitive to environmental concerns. Through exceptions and exclusion clauses, States may decide to exclude from the scope of application of the treaty issues related to culture, health and the environment that are sensitive for the achievement of sustainable development. Similarly, key sectors necessary for the attainment of sustainable development may be excluded from the treaty application.
III.2.5. Encouraging Anti-corruption Practices and the Corporate Social Responsibility
In the last few decades increasing attention has been paid to anti-corruption practices and to the duties of investors towards the countries in which they invest. There is growing consensus around the idea of 'international corporate social responsibility' in response to the perception that there is a loss of corporate accountability, partly resulting from increasing globalisation. The idea rests on obligations that corporations should be liable to the societies in which they operate. International governmental organisations have expressed their interest in the need of all actors, including non-State actors, to observe the preservation of some fundamental principles, such as respect towards human rights and sustainable development. However, the most significant level of regulation still falls upon States. On the one hand, home States have adopted a legal and regulatory system that might be used to ensure that multinational enterprises base and conform to certain standards of good corporate citizenship. 72 On the other hand, local laws of the host State exercise regulatory control towards foreign investments and investors, mostly when the investor is a multinational enterprise. Common examples are the regulation of domestic labour and antitrust laws.
Therefore, enterprises are thus expected to conduct themselves in accordance with proper standards, observing fundamental principles and to conduct investments in a reasonable manner. Investors are expected to respect and comply with the laws and regulations of both home and host States primarily because the high levels of mandatory regulation in the business sphere remains at the national level. 73 UNCTAD sees corporate social responsibility as the quid pro quo for the protection of investors and investments under international investment treaties. 74 Furthermore, UNCTAD's Investment Policy Framework contains some options that are designed to promote responsible investment by encouraging investors' compliance with universally recognized CSR standards.
III.2.6. Investor-State Dispute Settlement Clauses ISDS clauses may limit the range of disputes that can be subject to arbitration, may preclude investors not in compliance with domestic laws to have recourse to arbitration or may enlarge the possibility of the host State to bring counterclaims in relation to investor unconscionable behaviour. An example of such is the China-Cuba BIT concluded in 1995 and modified by the parties in 2010. The ISDS provision was replaced with a more detailed one. 75 Australia, New Zealand and India are examples of countries willing to exclude ISDS provisions from investment treaties. The Australia-Malaysia FTA concluded in 2012 does not contain such a provision, 76 while India has publically stated that it is planning to exclude arbitration clauses from its BITs, which is currently under negotiation with the European Union, Australia, New Zealand and other countries.
Notwithstanding the intention of the parties to negotiate, renegotiate, revise and issue interpretative declarations on IIAs, with the aim of balancing public regulatory interests of States with private interests of investors, the effect and impact of their clauses cannot be assessed unless they are interpreted and applied by investment tribunals to concrete situations. It thus remains unclear whether these safeguards, exceptions, reservations and explanatory notes will be meaningful and effective to pursue SD objectives. Nevertheless, this should not discourage States from engaging in such a process.
Furthermore, even with investment treaties in their current form, sustainable development objectives can be achieved through the application of a SD oriented interpretation within the context of investor-State dispute settlement cases. This will be discussed in the next section.
IV.
Systemic Interpretation of IIAs in Their Current Form: Achievement of Sustainable Development Objectives
States' willingness to ensure consistency between their long-term sustainable development strategies and their existing investment treaties may be achieved through negotiation, renegotiation or revision of IIAs that incorporate sustainable development friendly provisions. Nonetheless, due to the fact that the vast majority of investment treaties negotiated over the last five decades by more than 176 countries 77 are currently in force, the task of reviewing and renegotiating IIAs with SD oriented provisions will be no mean feat.
Additionally, it is hard to achieve coherence between IIAs in their current form and the new generation of investment treaties that may be negotiated with SD friendly provisions. This is due to the fact that the potential application of the most favoured nation treatment clause may result in disregarding stricter provisions contained in these innovative treaties. 
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Furthermore, the effects and impact of sustainable development friendly provisions introduced in the new generation of investment treaties is yet to be assessed. It remains unclear how arbitral tribunals will interpret and apply these provisions.
Within this context, the form in which to achieve coherence between sustainable development objectives and investment treaties is to apply a SD oriented interpretation of IIAs. Such an interpretation would encourage States to pursue their SD long-term policies and would be useful -and necessary -to reduce the risks of future threats to global sustainability. The justifications for the adoption of such an interpretative approach are grounded in customary international law.
This section will first recall the role of investment tribunals and then will explain two interpretative approaches (the subjective dynamic approach and systemic integration of norms) that may be adopted by investment tribunals in order to foster SD.
IV.1. The Role of Treaty-based Arbitral Tribunals
The exercise of the arbitrators' authority and powers to hear and render a decision derives from the parties' consent.
78 This is a primary consequence of the consensual nature of arbitration. 79 Arbitrators will thereby conduct the arbitration and decide the dispute as submitted by the parties and in accordance with the legal and even ethical framework chosen by the parties as well as by the rules otherwise binding the tribunal. 80 Thus, in general terms, the first and main duty of the tribunal is towards the parties: arbitrators' task is to decide the case at hand and to do their best effort to render an enforceable award. Contrary to national judges, arbitrators do not render 'justice' in the name of any State.
However, the scope of the tribunal's authority is also circumscribed by the governing law rules under which tribunals operate. There are several possible sources of arbitrators' powers which may act alternatively or cumulatively: international treaties between sovereign States (investment treaties, ICSID Convention), domestic laws, direct agreement between the investor and the State.
Against this background, this paper argues that tribunals' role is not limited to act on behalf of the disputing parties. Instead, tribunals' role also contributes to the development of international law. This is because the awards influence the behaviour of investors, States and -most importantly -the development of international investment law by concretising the scope and content of international standards of protection of foreign investors as well as generating new rules.
Though no formal doctrine of judicial precedent exists in international investment law, the decisions of arbitral tribunals may contribute as authoritative interpretations of the substantive obligations contained in IIAs, and may be seen as a subsidiary means for the determination of the rules of the international law on foreign investment.
Moreover, investment arbitration touches upon subject matters that raise public interest concerns and may affect the regulatory power of States. Arbitrators have the power to review and strike down State decisions, regulations, and national regulations. 81 78 Notwithstanding the foregoing, once the arbitral tribunal is constituted and arbitrators are empowered, they have a high degree of autonomy and authority to decide procedural and substantive matters. 79 So true is that the parties' agreement empowers arbitrators, that parties may replace, revoke arbitrators at any time, and even put an end to the arbitration proceedings at any time. 80 An example of ethical rules is the ABA guidelines. This has characterised investment arbitration as part of the evolving concept of global administrative law. 82 As a scholar mentioned, arbitrators 'exercise interpretative powers over the content of investment treaty obligations and … are the facto able to restrict even policy choices made by democratically elected legislators.' 83 For these reasons, investment arbitrators need to ensure coherence of the international investment regime within the context of public international law in general. They cannot, for instance, disregard or contradict international environmental agreements or human rights obligations.
IV.2. Interpreting the Intention of the Parties as Reflected in the Treaty Text
Tribunals, when interpreting international investment treaties, must have due regard to the intention of the parties having formulated them as expressed in the text. 84 Tribunals' interpretation process will be guided by the customary and general principles of treaty interpretation which have been embodied in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT).
Articles 31-32 of the VCLT set forth the general rules of interpretation. In order to give effect to the intention of the contracting parties of a given treaty, tribunals need to look into the ordinary meaning of the words in their context and in the light of the treaty's object and purpose. Consideration of the treaty's object and purpose ensures the effectiveness of its terms (effet utile). 85 The preamble plays an important role for the purpose of understanding and interpreting the context of the treaty.
Both the ICSID Convention and the vast majority of the IIAs acknowledge in their preamble the importance of FDI for the promotion of economic development. The ICSID Convention´s primary aim was the promotion of economic development through the creation of a favourable investment climate that could be largely improved with the establishment of an effective system for settlement of disputes. According to the Executive Director´s Report on the Convention the creation of an institution designed to facilitate the settlement of disputes between States and foreign investors can be a major step toward promoting an atmosphere of mutual confidence and thus stimulating a larger flow of private international capital into those countries which wish to attract it. 86 interpretation is known as systemic integration of norms within the international legal system. 94 International courts and tribunals have already dealt with the principle of systemic integration. It was in the Gab'íkovo-Nagymaros case that the ICJ observed the relevance of environmental norms in the interpretation of existing treaties. 95 Likewise, in the Oil Platforms case the Court acknowledged that the treaty at hand was 'intended to operate wholly independently of the relevant rules of international law' and therefore the application of the relevant rules of international law (Article 31(3)(c) of the VCLT) relating to this question formed an integral part of the task of interpretation entrusted to the Court. 96 In the Mox Plant case, arbitral tribunals were invited to consider several environmental protection treaties. 97 Also in the Shrimp-Turtle case before the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding, the Appellate Body looked beyond trade rules and made extensive reference to international environmental agreements. 98 Investment tribunals have also acknowledged, although vaguely, this principle. In Asian Agricultural Products Ltd. v Sri Lanka the tribunal considered that the investment treaty in question was not a self-contained closed legal system limited to provide for substantive material rules of direct applicability, but it has to be envisaged within a wider juridical context in which rules from other sources are integrated through implied incorporation methods, or by direct reference to certain supplementary rules, whether of international lay character or of domestic law nature. 99 Similarly, in Metalclad v Mexico, the tribunal agreed that treaty interpretation shall include any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties. 100 However, the tribunal failed to state those relevant rules. In Ioannis Kardassopoulos v Georgia the tribunal considered that the relevant rules include those of general customary international law. 101 In the same regard, the tribunal in RosInvestCo v Russian Federation emphasised that the relevant rules applicable in the relations between the parties must be taken as a reference to rules of international law that 'condition the performance of the specific rights and obligations stipulated in the treaty -or else it would amount to a general licence to
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override the treaty terms that would be quite incompatible with the general spirit of the Vienna Convention as a whole.' 102 The foregoing examples suggest that investment tribunals may incorporate in their legal process of interpretation other treaties, customary rules, or general principles of law that may be of relevance when assessing a particular dispute. In doing so, consideration to environmental and human rights norms will be given and SD is thus enhanced.
In more concrete terms, systemic integration could play a relevant role when asserting the scope of open-ended terms in investment treaties as well as when standards of treatment and protection require being weighed against legitimate regulatory measures adopted with the purpose of complying with environmental or human rights norms. In particular, IIA clauses on fair and equitable treatment, full protection and security or expropriation must be interpreted in light of relevant rules, principles and treaties applicable in the relations between the contracting parties. Furthermore, systemic integration may be applicable for balancing investment protection with public policy objectives.
As stated by the ILC, systemic integration should apply in the presumption that '[in] entering into treaty obligations, the parties do not intend to act inconsistently with generally recognized principles of international law.' 103 Systemic integration is thus a relevant tool for incorporating environmental protection norms, human rights and other relevant rules in investment treaty disputes. This integration not only safeguards the coherence of international law but also allows taking into account SD objectives established in those relevant instruments.
V. Conclusion
In order to foster sustainable development through the application of dynamic social and environmental norms and regulations, States need to have enough domestic policy space to regulate. Constraints on this policy space may impact the achievement of SD objectives, and investment treaties may be perceived as a limitation.
Investment treaty provisions are usually drafted in vague and broad terms and they lack strong references to sustainable development. This has given wide interpretative discretion to investment tribunals when balancing the protection of investors' rights with the interests of the host State. Several investment treaty provisions such as the definition of 'investment' and 'investor' as well as provisions regarding the treatment of investors have been interpreted in favour of investment protection without taking into account broader considerations which are, ultimately, closely connected to a countries' sustainable development policies.
States' reactions towards these broad interpretations have been diverse. Some States are trying to withdraw from the international investment regime while others are willing to shift their international investment policy towards the new generation of investment agreements. This new generation of IIAs is characterised by drafting treaty provisions that foster sustainable development though innovative features.
With the aim to assist countries in the drafting of this new generation of investment agreements UNCTAD has developed its Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development. Furthermore, IPFSD's core principles for investment policymaking for sustainable development may serve as additional guidance for investment tribunals' interpretative approaches.
Despite the willingness to shift towards new policies, States may face several constraints. The renegotiation and revision of existing agreements may be in practice very difficult. Furthermore, the application of investment agreements with SD features may be limited, ie through the application of the most favoured nation treatment clause.
Within this context, investment tribunals play a fundamental role in integrating sustainable development considerations into investment disputes. Investment tribunals may resort to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties in order to adopt contextual, dynamic and systemic interpretative approaches in favour of the notion that investment agreements ought to pursue the countries' overall development, going beyond the mere achievement of economic goals. Instead, investment should now be viewed as sustainable, responsible and to be protected. Investment should forthwith incorporate the concepts of sustainability and responsibility. * www.grojil.org
